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ABSTRACT

Visualization of sound propagation inside rooms is one of the main purposes of room acoustic simulations. Visu-
alization is often applied in teaching, but also consultants need visualization to understand better the propagation
of sound waves in complex cases. Traditionally, propagation paths of sound rays or image sources (representing
reflections) have been applied in visualization. In addition, wave field animations on 2-D planes have been ap-
plied. In this paper we overview traditional acoustic visualization methods and we present a novel way to look
at visualizations in an immersive virtual environment. With virtual reality equipment the user can be immersed
inside the 3-D models and look at the visualizations of soundpropagation inside the computer model of a room.
We present the implemented immersive ray-based animationscomputed with ray-tracing. In addition, we report
particle animations that were implemented to see waveform-like visualizations. Finally, we discuss the benefits of
immersive visualization as well as user interface issues.

1. INTRODUCTION

Sound waves propagate in air as longitudinal waves. The waves travel with the aid of air molecules which moves
back and forth when carrying the wave. The air pressure oscillates on top of atmospheric pressure so that the
air molecules crowded together represent areas of compression and sparse areas represent rarefactions. In text
books, the wave motion phenomenon is often visualized with the transverse waves which are more intuitive to
understand than longitudinal waves. In addition, reflection, superposition, and interference phenomena can be
easily demonstrated with visualization of transverse waves.

The visualization of sound waves in rooms is often done in twodimensions, in a plane. It is easy to under-
stand wave visualizations since everybody is familiar withsurface of water and water waves. However, such 2-D
visualizations do not tell enough information in all cases since in real life sound propagate in 3D. One big problem
in 3-D visualizations is that 3-D information is displayed with 2-D displays. For example, in complex geometries
3-D visualizations becomes messy very fast when more and more reflections occur.

In this article, an overview of traditional visualization methods is given. Basic visualizations of sound propaga-
tion as well as visualizations of impulse responses and roomacoustical attributes are discussed. Then, we present a
project in which sound propagation visualizations were realized with an immersive display, a four-wall immersive
virtual reality system. It provides 3-D visual image, whichenables to study 3-D visualizations intuitively. The
results of the project is overviewed and benefits of immersive visualization are discussed.

2. VISUALIZATION OF ROOM ACOUSTICS

The visualization methods applied to visualize room acoustics can be roughly divided into two groups. They
are impulse response (IR) and sound propagation –based techniques, see Table 1. The first group consists of
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Based on Visualization technique Measurements Simulations e.g. ref
impulse response Energy-time plot X X [1]

Time-frequency plots X X [1]
Waterfalls (energy-time-frequency) X X [1]
3-D IR data� time-frequency plots X X [2, 3]
Intensity vector fields X X [4, 5]
Room acoustical attributes X X [6, 7]
Coloring of room boundaries X X [6]

sound propagation Wave fields in a plane X [1, 8]
Ray paths X [6]
Particle clouds X [9, 10]
Image sources X X [11, 12]
Beam paths X [13, 14]
Diffraction X [15]

Table 1: Visualization methods applied to study room acoustics. Notice that all methods based on sound propaga-
tion can be visualized as still images or animations.

visualization of measured or modeled IR or room acoustical attributes which are derived from an IR. In some
cases, e.g., when trying to identify focus points or flutter echoes, more precise information on sound propagation
in an enclosure is needed. Then visualizations based on sound propagation are applied.

2.1. Visualization based on impulse responses

An impulse response is a traditional tool to analyze acoustics of a certain room. It can be measured from a real
space or it can be simulated with the computer model of a room.The IRs are usually visualized in energy-time,
time-frequency, or energy-time-frequency space. In addition, novel techniques with multiple microphones enable
to measure spatial impulse responses from which, e.g., the spatial distribution of reflections can be analyzed
[2, 16, 17]. Such directional information is a challenge forvisualization. So far vectors on top of energy-time-
frequency plots have been applied [3] or reflections are converted to image sources and plotted on top of the
photograph of the real space [12]. Vector fields obtained with intensity measurements have been widely applied in
studying noise sources, but vector field visualizations in the context of room acoustics are seldom presented.

Room acoustical attributes, e.g., reverberation time or lateral energy fraction, are derived from IRs and the
traditional way to visualize results is to plot attribute values in a function of frequency. In current room acoustics
prediction software a common way is also to show values on topof surfaces of the 3-D wireframe room model.
Visualization is done by coloring surfaces with the values computed on a certain grid. Such coloring is informative,
but only one attribute and one frequency band can be visualized at the same time. To visualize many attributes or
several frequency bands at the same time graphical icons have been applied [6, 7]. They can be informative, but
for some reason no other implementations has been published.

2.2. Visualization based on sound propagation

Almost all commercial room acoustics modeling software apply ray-based modeling which is also called as geo-
metrical acoustics. It is based on sound rays, i.e., it is assumed that sound travel as light. Despite of this crude
approximation, it has been shown that acoustics of a room canbe reliably predicted with ray-based techniques
[18, 19]. With ray-based simulation methods also wave fronts can be visualized if impulse responses are computed
in a dense grid. Such a visualization is depicted in Fig. 1 in which sound propagation and reflections are modeled
with image source method which is extended to handle also diffraction [20].
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Figure 1: An example visualization created with an extendedimage-source method. The illustration is created
by computing an impulse response in each pixel and by plotting the time moment of the����� sample which
corresponds to 14.2 ms in time [20].

Ray-based room acoustic modeling methods consist of four main methods [21, 22, 14]; ray-tracing, image
source method, beam tracing, and radiant exchange method. In addition to four basic principles, many enhanced
variants have been presented in the literature.

Maybe the most applied technique in visualization is ray-tracing. A lot of ray paths between source and
receiver positions are drawn inside a 3-D model of the room. Such a visualization helps acousticians to study
spatial distribution of reflections as well as to identify possible focus points and flutter echoes. Visualizations are
often still images and animations are seldom used.

A special case of ray-tracing is recently presented phonon-tracing method [9, 10] which enables visualization
of sound waves constructed with thousands of small particles. Particle animations show interestingly the first
reflections and how sound is diffused from surfaces. Such visualizations and animations are certainly useful in
teaching and also in consultants’ design work.

In the image source method sound ray paths are replaced with mirror image sources. They can be visualized
as spheres around the 3-D model of a room. Image source visualizations are used in a similar manner than ray-
tracing visualizations to study spatial distributions of reflections. In addition, image sources indicate the temporal
structure of IR since the distances of image sources from thereceiver position are related to propagation times.
The image source method can be extended to handle diffraction and visualizations for diffraction image sources
has also been proposed [15].

The beam tracing and radiant exchange are good methods for room acoustics prediction, but for visualization
purposes no really useful implementations have not been published. However, at least animations of sound energy
spreading inside a room should be quite easy to implement with these methods.

The wave-based room acoustical modeling methods numerically approximate solution for the wave equation
in a grid of simulation nodes. The results of simulations canbe visualized and in theory good wave front visualiza-
tions should be possible to produce. However, real 3-D visualizations have not been realized and visualizations are
usually done in 2-D planes, similarly as in Fig. 1. Since wave-based methods are often applied in low frequencies,
visualizations can be applied, e.g., to study mode distribution in a room.
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Figure 2: An immersive visualization of room acoustics. 800particles, emitted from one source source are ani-
mated inside a photorealistic model of an auditorium and a library.

3. IMMERSIVE VISUALIZATION OF ROOM ACOUSTICS

Immersive visualization means that 3-D images are displayed in 3D for the user. To create such a stereoscopic
image, a separate image for both eyes have to be rendered. This is achieved with temporal (active stereo) or spatial
(passive stereo) multiplexing of images [23]. Immersive visualization can be realized with normal monitor or with
head-mounted display (HMD), but often large projection screens are applied to cover the whole field-of-view of
the observer.

In the Helsinki University of Technology, we have an immersive visual display system, consisting of four
3 by 3 meters rear-projection screens1. The stereoscopic images are reflected into these screens and they are
viewed through shutter glasses, i.e., temporal multiplexing of images is used. Since we had this virtual reality
equipment available we tried immersive visualization of room acoustics. The idea for immersive visualization
came from another project in which methods and techniques were developed for visualizing indoor climate and
visual comfort parameters with photorealistic space modelin 3-D virtual reality environment [24].

3.1. Implemented immersive visualizations

From all possible visualization techniques, presented in Table 1, we chose ray paths and particles to be tested with
immersive visualization. We implemented a ray-tracing algorithm which enabled to add visualizations inside the
photorealistic architectural models. Figure 2 shows two example visualizations of sound particles inside an audi-
torium and a library. The user can freely move (fly) inside thebuilding models and look at how sound propagates
inside the virtual model. The implemented visualizations could be rendered as stationary ray paths or animations
of rays or particles. In addition, some features of rays and particles were adjustable, such as color and visibil-
ity. Different reflection orders could be colored differently or other reflection orders except one could be made
invisible.

3.2. Informal evaluation of immersive visualization

The visualization of buildings and architectural models isone of the major application fields of virtual reality
technology. The 3-D models of spaces are much more easier to understand and discern when the observer can go
inside the 1:1 model and look at photorealistic rendering. The user can interactively move inside the model that
often enables a sense of presence in the virtual world. So, itwas expected that sound propagation visualizations

1http://eve.hut.fi
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should also be more intuitive when the observer sees them in real scale inside a realistic environment. In other
words immersive visualization should clarify sound propagation intuitively, not only for acousticians, but also for
all people. In addition, possible acoustical problems, e.g., flutter echoes could be easy to explain to other designers
and customers.

Our implementation showed that immersive visualization benefit visualization of room acoustics. It was fasci-
nating and interesting to be in a realistic virtual room among the sound particles or sound rays. However, due to
lack of implementation of all possible visualization techniques and due to computational limitations, we could not
study real acoustical problems with immersive visualization. Therefore, the extra benefit of immersion, compared
to traditional visualization of sound propagation, remains to be proven in future.

3.3. User interface and interaction considerations

In our implementation the user interaction with the room model and visualizations was limited to free moving
inside the model. The control of time in animations would have been a nice feature, so that user could easily wind
and rewind rays and particles while looking at them from different viewpoints. Such interaction would enable to
study paths of particles much more carefully. However, within the time frame of this project we only implemented
such animation control to non-immersive version of the software. Naturally in immersive case some extra device,
often called “wand”, for control is needed.

When a lot of particles are used user should be able to choose one wall that reflects particles [10]. Or user
should interactively be able to shoot particles towards onewall and then look at how they reflect from this particular
surface. With two-handed interaction such features are feasible, and they could help acousticians to study complex
cases.

3.4. Discussion and future work

In immersive visualization the images for both eyes have to be rendered in real time. This limits the polygon count
of 3-D model and sound rays to a quite small number. In practise, polygon count of visual [24] and acoustical
[25] 3-D models has to be reduced automatically. Thus, detailed visual models and big number of sound rays or
particles can not be applied in visualization.

In future it would be nice to have more control to implementedanimations. A fascinating idea is the possibility
to emit particles from your hand (i.e. hand being a sound source) and then look at their propagation and reflections.
Sound source directivity could be controled by bending the fingers, for example. Such application would need a
data glove and real-time ray-tracing computation. Finally, all visualization techniques, listed in Table 1, should
obviously be tested with immersive visualization.

4. CONCLUSION

This paper presents an idea of visualizing sound propagation in an enclosure with 3-D stereoscopic visual display.
Although, only the surface of the immersive visualization of room acoustics has been scratched, it was found that
in future immersive visualization certainly benefit room acoustic design and presentation of design results to the
customers. The combination of auralization and immersive visualization was not studied, but we believe that such
an immersive audio-visual experience has a great potentialin room acoustics research and design.
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